Practice Statement

Our objective at Davis Landscape Architecture is to provide each client with a design solution and service that exceeds their expectation.

We are experienced in the design of:
- Residential developments
- Mixed-use developments
- School landscapes
- Offices developments
- Business parks landscapes
- Public realm
- Landscape masterplans
- Podium deck landscapes
- Biodiverse & green roofs
- Play areas
- Home zone developments

The standard services we provide are from the Landscape Institute’s Stages A to L and include the preparation of:
- Sketch designs to enable the discussion of landscape options
- Full landscape information to support planning applications
- Design statements
- Full landscape information to satisfy conditions
- Full landscape tender information
- Full landscape construction Information
- Specifications in NBS format
- Maintenance & management plans
- Landscape & Visual Impact Assessments (LVIA)

In addition we are able to:
- Prepare fully rendered masterplans, sections and visualisations
- Co-ordinate arboricultural and ecological consultants
- Attend meetings with local authority departments
- Input into BREEAM & C4SH
- Monitor on site works during the construction phase

Our plant knowledge and appreciation of horticulture, arboriculture and ecology is excellent. These are complimented by our sound understanding of hard landscape detailing and the latest construction materials and techniques.